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It immediately felt special from the first time we visited. Mrs Hooper is an excellent 

headteacher, all the teachers we have interacted with so far have been amazing and 

our child could not be happier. 

Family attended Egerton. 

It's my local school but also had a great reputation 

Local small school where the children are always happy and full of enthusiasm. 

The strong sense of culture and that it promotes global learning and a global outlook 

Small classes sizes, excellent results, safe, like the values and additional subjects such 

as Spanish and links with Africa. 

Local school, good feedback about it. 

Location. Small school. 

Approach to learning in the round, not just for academic reasons but also social, 

emotional and general knowledge/awareness of the world 

Because of its size and also it’s international outlook. We felt that was important to 

have a broader world view when our children are growing up in a mainly white, 

middle class environment. Please though sort out the certificate system. This is meant 

to motivate and reward children. We have found the lack of recognition. One of our 

children has received 1 teacher certificate all year and the other 2 - seeing other 

children receive 4 or more has been incredibly demotivating and we have to pick 

up/cheer up sad children every Friday. If their reports said they could do more then 

we would understand so please please review how this is done moving forward. 

Nearest to home, it’s size and reputation 

Because of how good the preschool was 

I liked the fact it was a smaller school, well connected to the town. I like that the 

school have invested in the Year 5 instrumental scheme. The school promotes fighting 

for the planet and global issues such as deforestation, global warming. This is, of 

course, essential, but I sometimes have concerns that my child worries too much 

about this, even at a much younger age. Should we introduce these issues at a later 

stage in their learning maybe? I like the way the school promotes its history and 

connection to Egerton in Kenya. I love Pensarn and the way it helped with 

independence. I feel that the children had opportunities which had been lost through 

the pandemic, returned to them, such as instrumental lessons and swimming. This 

helped them to not feel cheated. 

1) Excellence, 2) proximity and 3) size (i.e. not too big) 

Good experience with sibling 
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I chose Egerton because it is a great, great size, great reports and amazing teachers. 

We are strongly with the idea that children should be children for as long as possible. 

Happiness and security are the most important things for them. 

Proximity to home and reputation 

The homely feel, artwork on display, ‘every day matters’ ethos and respect - best 

primary school around :-) 

Excellent reputation 

Same ethos and values as our own. 

Heard great things before joining 

For the nurturing environment and family feel 

Closest school to where we live and I really liked the global outlook and focus on sd 

goals. 

When we chose the school we liked the fact it was a single entry school with good 

outdoor spaces. We didn't know much about the teaching back then or what we 

should be looking for in a school! 

There is a wonderful approach to learning at Egerton. The holistic approach ensures 

that additionally to effectively teaching maths, science and English, there is a deep 

awareness of our children’s role in the future and the learning reflects this throughout 

the years; providing them with contextual understanding and increasing responsibility 

and care for others. There is a lovely community feel to the school where all staff and 

students care deeply about everyone else at the school. Additionally, the schools 

approach to wider learning is very well considered, ensuring the students are regularly 

inspired by regular and occasional outside speakers/staff. We would unequivocally 

recommend Egerton to any parent. 

Proximity to our address and we liked the school when we looked round. 

Within catchment 

Small caring school 

Closest. Single form entry 

It was the catchment school, however since joining it has provided a rich and 

engaging environment for my children which has nurtured their school journey, 

resulting in engaged learner. Where the school could improve is with more 

competitive sport although over time I have seen this improve since my first child 

attended. Also a little more feedback on academic progression could be useful e.g 

should students consider sitting for the grammar schools. I am afraid it seems to be 
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accepted that the academy is the automatic next step for Egerton pupils without 

exploration of all the options. 

The smaller setting suited our child, and we loved the school and everything it 

supported when we had a show around. Mrs Hooper is very inclusive and supports all 

of the children equally 

Locality and feel 

I went to Egerton as a child. Lovely atmosphere and centred on child’s happiness 

Catchment 

Live very close and "word of mouth" saying it was an amazing school! 

Best reputation in knutsford 

Local school and that it lets children of all years mix 

Good values, good leadership, happy vibe 

It was in our catchment & came highly recommended :) 

I’d heard good things about Egerton from parents of children who attended the 

school. 

In catchment and it’s a nice small school. And the pre school was great 

The general feeling and approach towards the school which makes sure that our son 

fits in. 

Origianlly because of catchment area but would have it no other way! Has been 

fabulous for both of my children and can not fault it 

Good reputation 

Had a sibling already at the school at the time of enrolment 

A 

It is a small school with a great reputation and fantastic ethos. When visiting, you 

could feel it was a happy place to be where we felt our children would have the best 

opportunity to thrive. 

I love school culture and spirit, it feels like a strong and friendly community. 

Small size, passion of Mrs Hooper, focus on happiness and wellbeing, not just 

academia. 
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Fantastic Ethos. Outstanding care and commitment to ensure the children get the 

best education and enjoy and love their time at school. 

This school had good reports 

 


